====================================
Episode 39: Christopher's Triple Trouble
====================================
After defeating Luther, the next morning Christopher woke up early to test out his White
Lightning powers. As you can see, he was struggling to get them out. After five times of
trying to awaken those powers, he becomes tired.
Christopher: Damnit. I could have sworn I was able to unleash those powers when I
fought against Gabriel; why am I struggling to awaken those powers now? I'm guessing
my resolve wasn't hardened enough when I fought against him.
Then, Hanna and Andre appear to see what Christopher was doing.
Christopher: Hanna? Andre? What are you guys doing here and up so early?
Andre: I was about to ask you the same question. Are you still training your White
Lightning powers?
Christopher: Yes; why are you two so surprised?
Andre: We're not.
Hanna: You need to get some rest; you're doing way too much to awake those powers.
Please listen to Maxelle and your dad's advice.
Christopher: Mine's well.
Christopher, Andre and Hanna went back into the Council's house to eat their breakfast.
Then Damien and Avi appear to see how their council members were feeling after
defeating Luther.
Christopher: Damien; what are you doing here?
Damien: Just seeing how you're feeling. How's Allison feeling after the birth of her
daughter?
Christopher: Never been better. Where's Wendy?
Avi: She's at Newark searching for some more demons affiliated with Enryu along with
her strikeforce.
Christopher: Were they able to find anything?

Avi: Not at the moment.
Christopher: Fuck. Well, anyway, we have to find them immediately.
Tiffany: What's the rush?
Christopher: Tiffany, what a surprise.
Tiffany: I think you're in no condition to go on a seek and destroy mission with Damien
and Avi.
Christopher: And why's that? I'm more than capable to combat these demons.
Christina: Are you sure? Why were you training your White Lightning powers?
Christopher: I wasn't. I was strengthening my resolve, that's all.
Tiffany: Sure you were.
Christopher: (senses sarcasm from her voice.) Hey! We'll at least I'm putting forth the
effort to strengthen my powers.
Tiffany: Well, I got news for you, pilgrim. Strength isn't the only path for victory, it's
everything else in between those things.
Christopher: What is it?
Tiffany: You'll find that out on your own. Just go on ahead and assemble you strikeforce
along with Damien and Avi to search for Enryu and his minions.
Andre: Where are you two going?
Christina: We got work to do. I'll go on ahead an inform Alcoa and the Foxes to come
along with you, Christopher. They're busy searching for Enryu's minor minions outside
Providence's city limits. (leaves along with Tiffany.)
Hanna: Well, she has some nerve. Sometimes, I hate treasurers like her.
Andre: They're paying us to hunt and kill some demons; I don't know why you're hating
on her. I think treasurers keeps businesses like this alive.
Christopher: I'm going on ahead with Damien and Avi to search for Enryu; you want to
come along with us?

Hanna & Andre: No.
Christopher: Figures. Is Ruth and Leo in Providence?
Hanna: Ruth went along with Wendy to Newark to fight some demons.
Andre: Leo's in Providence, along with Alcoa and the Foxes.
Christopher: Ok, let's go over there and help them.
Damien: Hold it, Boy Scout. In case you forgot, I'm the leader of this group; so you're
going to have to follow my lead. We have plenty of time to pursue them.
Christopher: Ok.
Christopher follows Damien and Avi to aid Leo and his strikeforce. Leo's strikeforce
consists of Alcoa, The Foxes, Koya, Kori and Mina. They were able to defeat the lowleveled demons.
Leo: Christopher.
Christopher: Hi, Leo. So were you able to find Enryu?
Leo: Not yet. Christopher, I heard that you were training your White Lightning powers; I
think you should return back to the Council and recover.
Christopher: Recover?! For what?! I'm in good condition to face them, Leo.
Leo: No, you're not. (he senses Enryu's presence.) Enryu's here!
Christopher: Took him long enough.
Enryu: It's you again.
Christopher: Yes, it's me. I'm going to send you back to hell where you belong, demon.
Enryu: Try it, if you can.
Leo: (sees that Christopher was getting angry with him and Christopher rushes at him.)
No, wait, you fucking idiot!!

Christopher generated his Raizan and tried to fight against him but his Raizan was
having no effect on him. Leo tries to aid him but he and his strikeforce had to fight off
some demons.
Enryu: What's the matter, demon hunter? Is that all you got?
Christopher: No. I'll show you what I'm made of.
Leo: (senses that Christopher was going to release his White Lightning powers.) No,
Christopher. Don't activate those powers!!
It was too late; he was able to awaken those powers but it fizzled out and Christopher
was having a seizure.
Alcoa: Christopher!!
Leo had no other choice but to have Mina and the rest of his strikeforce retreat from
Enryu by using the Shadow Hiding magic technique from Mina. She brought them back
to the Council's headquarters
Olivia: I can't believe this; they're running away from us, again.
Enryu: I don't blame them. Go on ahead and do your worse to Christopher; you were
able to put a curse on him, weren't you?
Olivia: Yes, my lord. I know exactly the type of nightmare to use on him. (giggles and
laughs.)

